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Abstract. The probability of occurrence of ice crystal num-
ber densities in young cirrus clouds is examined based on
airborne measurements. The observations have been carried
out at midlatitudes in both hemispheres at equivalent lati-
tudes (52− 55◦ N/S) during the same season (local autumn
in 2000). The in situ measurements considered in the present
study include temperatures, vertical velocities, and total ice
crystal concentrations, the latter determined with high preci-
sion and accuracy using a counterflow virtual impactor. Most
young cirrus clouds typically contain high number densities
(1−10 cm−3) of small (diameter< 20µm) ice crystals. This
mode dominates the probability distributions and is shown
to be caused by rapid cooling rates associated with updraft
speeds in the range 10− 100 cm s−1. A second mode con-
taining larger crystals extends from∼ 1 cm−3 to low concen-
trations close to the detection threshold (∼ 3 × 10−4 cm−3)
and could be associated with lower updraft speeds. Results of
a statistical analysis provide compelling evidence that the dy-
namical variability of vertical air motions on the mesoscale
is the key factor determining the observed probability distri-
butions of pristine ice crystal concentrations in cirrus. Other
factors considered are changes of temperature as well as size,
number, and ice nucleation thresholds of the freezing aerosol
particles. The variability in vertical velocities is caused by
atmospheric gravity waves leading to small-scale tempera-
ture fluctuations. Inasmuch as gravity waves are widespread,
mesoscale variability in vertical velocities can be viewed as
a universal feature of young cirrus clouds. Large-scale mod-
els that do not account for this subgrid-scale variability yield
erroneous predictions of the variability of basic cirrus cloud
properties. Climate change may bring about changes in the
global distribution of updraft speeds, mean air temperatures,
and aerosol properties. As shown in this work, these changes
could significantly modify the probability distribution of cir-
rus ice crystal concentrations. This study emphasizes the key
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role of vertical velocities and mesoscale variability in ver-
tical velocities in controlling cirrus properties. The results
suggest that, in any effort to ascribe cause to trends of cirrus
cloud properties, a careful evaluation of dynamical changes
in cloud formation should be done before conclusions regard-
ing the role of other anthropogenic factors, such as changes
in aerosol composition, are made.

1 Introduction

It has long been recognized that dynamical processes influ-
ence the characteristic, heterogeneous macrostructure of cir-
rus clouds. Relevant dynamical processes in the upper tro-
posphere and tropopause region include mesoscale gravity
waves (e.g. arising from convection or from synoptic-scale
weather systems operating over a wide range of scales be-
tween a few and many tens of kilometers); lee waves gen-
erated downwind of mountain ridges; background air turbu-
lence as a result of shear generation (e.g. near the jet stream);
and intrinsic turbulence generated by latent heat and radia-
tive processes within cloud. Turbulence and wave activity
often appear as coupled phenomena and cannot easily be
separated. Model studies highlighted the complex suite of
interactions between radiative, microphysical, and dynami-
cal processes in cirrus clouds (Starr and Cox, 1985; Zhang
et al., 1992). Knowledge of dynamical factors influencing
both, cirrus cloud macrophysical properties and microphysi-
cal structure is required to assess the radiative effects of cir-
rus and hence their role in climate (Stephens et al., 1990;
Quante and Starr, 2002).

Comparatively little emphasis has been put on the role dy-
namical processes play during the formation of cirrus clouds,
although the processes affecting cloud formation may in-
fluence the entire life cycle of the cloud. An early field
study revealed that ice crystal properties in cirrus clouds are
strong functions of the vertical velocityw and temperature
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T (Heymsfield, 1977). The potential impact of atmospheric
waves on the physical properties of young cirrus clouds, in
particular on the number concentrationni of small (diame-
ter below 20µm) ice crystals, was demonstrated in airborne
measurements (Ström et al., 1997). Orographic effects on
cirrus were reported in field studies (Heymsfield and Milo-
shevich, 1993). The importance of mountain waves for the
generation of polar stratospheric (ice) clouds in the Arctic is
well recognized (Carslaw et al., 1998).

Most parcel models used a simplified dynamical setup
with constant cooling rates to study the initiation of the
ice phase in detail (Lin et al., 2002). One model study
pointed out the essential role of scale-dependent vertical
wind fields on ice crystal concentration and other cloud pa-
rameters (Jensen et al., 1994). Another study investigated the
influence of waves on cirrus formed by homogeneous freez-
ing (Lin et al., 1998). A parameterization scheme describing
the formation of cirrus clouds was derived from basic physi-
cal principles (K̈archer and Lohmann, 2002, 2003), connect-
ing ni with the variablesw andT describing the dynamical
cloud forcing, and with parameters of the freezing aerosol
particles establishing the microphysical link. Simulations of
cirrus clouds in a general circulation model (based on the pa-
rameterization) called for the need to better represent subgrid
scale variability of vertical motions to predict cloud proper-
ties (Lohmann and K̈archer, 2002), a crucial aspect we elu-
cidate further in the present study.

The role aerosol particles from natural and anthropogenic
sources play in cirrus cloud formation is not yet adequately
understood. The possible aerosol impact on cloud properties
is difficult to quantify. Concerns were raised about poten-
tial modifications of cirrus clouds by aircraft particle emis-
sions and contrails (Boucher, 1999; IPCC, 1999). One model
study demonstrated that carbonaceous aerosol particles ex-
hausted by aircraft jet engines, when assumed to act as effi-
cient ice nuclei in weak updrafts, could expand cirrus cover
and change physical and optical cloud properties (Jensen and
Toon, 1997). However, systematic studies aimed at assessing
the role of aerosols in cirrus modification that cover a wider
range of dynamical forcings – a point we are addressing in
more detail in this work – are not available.

In the present study, we gain insight into basic properties
and formation mechanisms of upper tropospheric cirrus from
examining the probability distributions of measured total ice
crystal number densities. The aforementioned parameteriza-
tion is employed to study the relative importance of dynam-
ical factors and properties of the freezing aerosol for cirrus
formation. The calculations are mostly based on wind, tem-
perature, and aerosol data gathered during the INCA (Inter-
hemispheric Differences in Cirrus Properties From Anthro-
pogenic Emissions) campaign and are compared with ice
crystal concentrations measured simultaneously. We focus
on cirrus forming in situ and do not address the generation of
cirrus by convective detrainment of cloud condensate.

2 INCA Experiment

During the INCA experiment, the DLR (Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und Raumfahrt) research aircraft Falcon was op-
erated out of Punta Arenas, Chile, in the southern hemi-
sphere (SH) campaign and out of Prestwick, Scotland, in the
nothern hemisphere (NH) campaign. The campaigns com-
prised 30− 40 flight hours each in autumn and employed an
identical set of instruments to measure meteorological vari-
ables and radiative, chemical, and microphysical properties
of aerosol and cirrus cloud particles. Throughout this work,
we use the abbreviations NH and SH to distinguish between
the two data sets.

We investigate measurements taken at air temperatures be-
low 235 K to focus on pure ice clouds. Most flight patterns
were designed to probe young cirrus clouds and their for-
mation regions in upper cloud layers. Typically, the Falcon
climbed to high altitudes above the top of any cirrus present.
Very often, being clearly above the main cloud layer, the air-
craft flew in a veil of patchy cirrus. The aircraft then de-
scended into the main cloud layer. Several flight legs at dif-
ferent levels of 10−15 min duration were flown within cloud.
The flights ended by climbing to the stratosphere or cloud top
altitude and then starting a stacked downward flight with lev-
els of only 3− 5 min duration. An overview of the INCA
experiment and the instruments deployed is available else-
where (Gayet et al., 2002; Seifert et al., 2002).

2.1 Temperatures and vertical velocities

The Falcon temperature measurements were made with a
Rosemount total temperature probe located underneath the
nose of the aircraft. Airflow approaching the housing and the
sensor in flight generates a dynamical heating due to flow
stagnation. This heating must be accounted for using the
pressure measurements of the airflow system to obtain the de-
sired static air temperatureT , constituting the major source
of error in the temperature measurements. The uncertainty
of T is better than±0.5 K.

The vertical wind component was deduced by substract-
ing the vertical component of aircraft motion relative to the
ground and the vertical component of aircraft motion rela-
tive to the surrounding air. The latter is measured with a 5-
hole-probe system with a relative precision (random noise)
< 3 cm s−1 and a probable bias∼ 20 cm s−1. The bias
may be an unknown function of airspeed and air density an
hence vary between different flight segments at different al-
titudes, while being almost constant during straight flight at
constant speed. The vertical aircraft speed was determined
by differentiation of the measured pressure using the hydro-
static equation. Therefore its absolute accuracy is limited
by the equivalency of vertical aircraft motion and horizontal
pressure gradients. This leads to typical biases of the order
10 cm s−1 (corresponding to an assumed horizontal gradient
of 2 kPa per 1000 km). To reduce random noise to levels
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Fig. 1. Distributions of static air temperatureT (top) and upwind
vertical velocityw (bottom) derived from the Prestwick data set
(NH, black distributions) and the Punta Arenas data set (SH, blue
distributions). Mean values are indicated. The data sets represent
all values measured below 235 K. To produce the green distribu-
tion of w, we have removed all NH measurements associated with
rapid vertical transport and convective influence (see text for de-
tails). Temperatures and vertical wind speeds were binned into
0.5 K and 5 cm s−1 intervals, respectively.

comparable to that of the airflow measurement, the output
was filtered with a cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz. In summary,
a bias error of±30 cm s−1 and a random noise of less than
±5 cm s−1 can be assumed. More details of the calibration
of the Falcon wind measurement system are discussed else-
where (B̈ogel and Baumann, 1991).

The measured magnitude ofw depends on the horizontal
scale probed by the aircraft. Vertical motions of the order
of a few cm s−1 may be associated with synoptic scale up-
lifts (scale 100 km or more). Vertical winds with a few m s−1

are associated with isolated convective cells (scale of the or-
der of 1 km). Intermediate mesoscale gravity wave structures

with wavelengthsλ of several tens of km are associated with
velocity amplitudes of several tens of cm s−1. The variances
of the w distributions (∼ 25 cm s−1, see below) thus indi-
cate the prevalence of mesoscale variability during the cirrus
measurements in both campaigns. Note that mesoscale wave
motion can occasionally lead to updrafts in excess of 1 m s−1

and less than 1 cm s−1, indicating that a clear distinction be-
tween synoptic, mesoscale, and convective forcings cannot
always be made.

The limited precision of thew measurements (±5 cm s−1,
see above) implies that slow uplifts are not very well repre-
sented in the data sets, although they comprise a significant
number of measurements. As thew data have been taken
at 1 Hz resolution but do not carry information above 0.1 Hz
due to filtering, fluctuations ofw on scales below 1.8 km are
not resolved, assuming a typical true airspeed of 180 m s−1.

Figure 1 depicts the probability of occurrence of temper-
ature (top) and updraft velocity (bottom) measured during
INCA, separated into NH (black distributions) and SH (blue
distributions) data sets. The underlying data sets comprise all
individual measurements made below 235 K. We note that
there are no significant differences between the distributions
taken inside cloud and the corresponding ones containing all
data points. The data sets comprising updraft and down-
draft regions are nearly symmetrical (not shown), peaking at
−0.5 cm s−1 (NH) and−3.9 cm s−1 (SH), hence, within the
precision of the instrument. This indicates that there is no
significant bias in the overall distributions shown in Fig. 1.

The campaign averages ofT and w are given in Fig. 1.
While mean temperatures are near 225 K in both cases, a few
more data points below 215 K exist in the SH data set. The
NH data set contains a larger number of updraft speeds above
∼ 100 cm s−1 than the SH data set, consistent with occa-
sional convective activity observed during the NH campaign,
but not in the SH. The statistics becomes very poor for val-
uesw > 160 cm s−1. There is only a slight difference of
3.2 cm s−1 between the mean SH and NH values.

It is not possible to infer sources of the variability in verti-
cal velocities from the measurements, however, wave struc-
tures were at times evident in the cloud fields. Likely can-
didates for gravity waves are orographic forcings induced
by the mountain ridges in Scotland and Chile, and perhaps
shear-induced turbulence created near the jet stream during
both campaigns. Lee wave activity at both locations could
potentially explain the similarity seen in the vertical wind
fields at both locations. We return to this issue in Sect. 4.1.

The green distribution ofw shown in Fig. 1 (bottom) is
generated from a modified NH data set, where most of the
measurements associated with pollution plumes that entered
the upper troposphere via rapid vertical transport towards
the end of the campaign have been removed. The polluted
events were characterized by enhanced concentrations of car-
bon monoxide (CO) and reactive nitrogen, enhanced levels of
turbulence, and increased frequency of occurrence of cumu-
lus clouds. Such events have not been observed in the SH
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Table 1. Size distribution parameters of aerosol particles measured
during INCA. The measurements are fitted to superimposed lognor-
mal modes. Given are the campaign averages of the total numbern,
mean number diameterD, and geometrical widthσ for each indi-
vidual mode from the northern (NH) and southern hemisphere (SH)
measurements; NH (no convection) is based on the NH data set
cleared of pollution events associated with convection.

SH
n [cm−3] 110 40 – 0.06
D [µm] 0.021 0.084 – 0.7

σ 1.4 1.8 – 1.7
NH

n [cm−3] 300 70 20 0.07
D [µm] 0.018 0.05 0.14 0.7

σ 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.8
NH (no convection)

n [cm−3] 200 50 40 0.07
D [µm] 0.014 0.03 0.1 0.7

σ 1.4 1.5 1.65 1.7

campaign. The NH average CO volume mixing ratio in the
upper troposphere was near 70 ppb (Baehr et al., 2003). The
green distribution was obtained by excluding all data points
with CO mixing ratios> 90 ppb. While the distribution be-
low ∼ 100 cm s−1 is almost unaffected, the impact of con-
vective activity originally seen at higher vertical wind speeds
is significantly reduced; the mean value ofw decreases only
slightly by 0.4 cm s−1.

In summary, the distributions ofw (andT ) were remark-
ably similar in both hemispheres during the INCA cam-
paigns, especially when the influence of convection is re-
moved from the NH measurements. The similarity of the ver-
tical wind distributions may be coincidental; based on gen-
eral circulation patterns and differences in the land/sea dis-
tributions, there should be significant differences in updraft
speeds and cooling rates between the two hemispheres. In
fact, measurement location and timing were chosen to mini-
mize differences in meteorological conditions in order to fo-
cus on possible cirrus cloud modification induced by differ-
ent aerosol properties.

2.2 Aerosol particle size distributions

We present the average aerosol size and number parameters
derived from the measurements in Table 1. The parameters
refer to multimodal lognormal functions that were used to
fit the measured size distributions. The model described in
Sect. 3.1 assumes that the freezing aerosol particles are log-
normally distributed and employs these parameters. More
details about observations of aerosol particles during INCA
are discussed by Minikin et al. (2003).
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Fig. 2. Distributions (black histograms) of number densitiesni of
ice crystals for the Punta Arenas data set (SH, top) and the Prestwick
data set (NH, bottom). The underlying data sets represent measure-
ments inside cloud below 235 K. Measurements in strongly polluted
air masses affected by rapid vertical transport and convection are re-
moved in the green distribution shown in the bottom panel. Mean
values ofni are indicated. A logarithmic concentration grid was
used and number densities were binned into constant1ni/ni = 0.4
intervals (sucessive bin center valuesni increase by a factor of 1.5).

2.3 Ice crystal concentrations

To generate distribution functions for the total number den-
sity ni of cirrus ice crystals, we used all measurements where
the counterflow virtual impactor (CVI) counted ice parti-
cles (i.e.,ni > 0) and where the temperature was below
the approximate spontaneous freezing limit of pure water
drops (T < 235 K). Figure 2 depicts the distribution func-
tions of ice crystal concentrations taken by the CVI as black
histograms. The CVI counts the residual particles remain-
ing from evaporating cirrus ice crystals and assumes a one-
to-one relation between the residual particle and ice crystal
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number density (Noone et al, 1988; Ström et al., 1997). This
assumption is based on a careful intercomparison of sev-
eral independent cloud probes deployed during INCA (Gayet
et al., 2002; Seifert et al., 2002). For number densities above
∼ 1 cm−3, the CVI tends to underestimate the ice crystal
concentrations. The reason is most likely that at these con-
centrations, some very small crystals are present with sizes
below or close to the lower cut-off of the CVI, which is
around 5µm in aerodynamic diameter. The lower detection
limit in terms of number concentrations is∼ 3×10−4 cm−3.
Within these limitations, we point out that the CVI data dis-
cussed here represent the total number density of cloud parti-
cles. Other cloud probes characterized by larger cut-off sizes
and higher detection limits will count only smaller subsets of
clouds particles.

On average, higher ice crystal number densities have been
observed in the NH than in the SH, compare the black dis-
tributions in Fig. 2. The distributions ofni taken in both
hemispheres exhibit a similar shape, with a broad feature ex-
tending fromni ' 0.1 cm−3 down to the smallest concen-
trations, and a pronounced primary maximum in the concen-
tration range 0.1 − 10 cm−3. Both distributions also show a
secondary maximum at∼ 0.02 cm−3. The observations of
high numbers of relatively small ice crystals in the primary
peak regions shown in Fig. 2 is believed to be a robust result
(Gayet et al., 2002; Seifert et al., 2002). In the NH (SH), the
broad feature contains 43% (39%) and the primary peak re-
gion contains 50% (61%) of the data, respectively. In the NH
data set, 7% of the measurements indicate very high number
densities of up to 200 cm−3.

The SH distribution and the NH distribution cleared of
convective episodes are strikingly similar, compare the black
SH histogram with the green NH stair steps in Fig. 2. The
corresponding mean ice crystal concentrations are virtually
identical. Given the fact that the dynamical forcings are
nearly identical in both data sets (see Fig. 1), we begin to sus-
pect that the actual properties of the freezing aerosol particles
do not strongly affect the number distribution of ice crystals
in cirrus. We will discuss this issue further in Sect. 4.

3 Results

3.1 Methodology

We connect the observed values ofni andw, T , aerosol size
distribution parameters, and freezing threshold relative hu-
midities RHIcr using a parameterization scheme for homoge-
neous and heterogeneous freezing nucleation (Kärcher and
Lohmann, 2002, 2003). This scheme has been shown to re-
produce initial ice particle concentrations simulated with a
numerical parcel model within about a factor of two. The
physical processes upon which the parameterization is based
are essentially similar to those considered in detailed numeri-
cal simulations of the microphysics of ice initiation in cirrus,

see Lin et al. (2002) for an overview. The valuesni are cal-
culated using the individual measurements ofw andT , not
the binned distributions shown in Fig. 1.

In the calculations, we consider freezing of one single,
chemically uniform aerosol type. Homogeneous freezing is
assumed for the SH data set. Homogeneous freezing thresh-
olds are known functions ofT and are of the order 155%
for the mean air temperatures of interest (Koop et al., 2000).
Heterogeneous freezing is assumed for the NH data set, with
a nominal value RHIcr = 130%. Both choices for RHIcr
are motivated by, and consistent with, analyses of relative
humidities (Str̈om et al., 2003; Haag et al., 2003b) measured
during INCA (Ovarlez et al., 2002). The freezing aerosol size
distribution parameters are noted in Table 1.

It is not known which combinations ofw andT can be at-
tributed to cloud formation events. It is therefore not mean-
ingful to study the distribution ofni for all possible combina-
tions ofw andT , as this would lead to a uniform distribution
of ni . Also, not all signatures of small-scale dynamical activ-
ity may be captured by the distributions ofw employed here.
However, it is meaningful to perform a statistical analysis of
the measurements: varying one parameter and keeping the
others fixed at their average (most probable) values allows to
examine separately the sensitivity of the calculated concen-
tration spectrum of ice crystals on the variability of aerosol
parameters, temperatures, and updraft speeds.

3.2 SH data

The left column in Fig. 3 shows the results obtained with the
SH data set. In Fig. 3a,T was set to the mean value 224.7 K,
w was set equal to the mean value 23 cm s−1, and aerosol pa-
rametersn, D, andσ were varied around average values (see
below). In Fig. 3b, aerosol parameters andw were fixed, the
employed distribution function ofT is depicted in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 3c, aerosol parameters andT were fixed, the employed
distribution function ofw is depicted in Fig. 1.

Aerosol variability. To produce the green distribution in
Fig. 3a, the average aerosol parameters noted in Table 1 have
been varied within the ranges{0.2n, 2.5n}, {0.2D, 2.5D},
and{0.8σ, 1.25σ } for all modes; 50 000 randomly distributed
combinations of the 9 parameters have been generated. With
these variations we likely overestimate the actual aerosol
variability.

Figure 3a demonstrates that the variability introduced by
rather large changes of the aerosol spectral paramaters pro-
duces an extremely narrow spectrum of ice crystal number
densities, with a mean value of 0.5 cm−3. This relative insen-
sitivity is expected on the basis of theoretical considerations,
if only one type of freezing aerosol is present (Kärcher and
Lohmann, 2002, 2003).

Temperature variability. To produce the green distribu-
tion in Fig. 3b, 59 444 ice crystal concentrations have been
computed based on the observed temperatures. The spec-
trum of ni shows some spread in the range 0.2 − 2 cm−3,
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Fig. 3. Calculated distribution functions of ice particle number densities for the SH (a–c) and the NH (d–f). Mean values ofni are indicated.
See text for details.

with a mean value of 0.7 cm−3. To produce the blue
distribution, the same calculation has been carried out, but
each temperature was lowered by 3 K (a supercooling con-
sistent with homogeneous freezing) accounting for the fact
that the ice-supersaturated regions within which the probed
clouds formed were actually colder than the cloud-free en-
vironment. As a result, supercooling causes the distribution

of ni to shift slightly towards higher concentrations (mean
value 0.9 cm−3). The variance ofni remains much smaller
than observed in both cases.

Updraft variability. To produce the green distribution
in Fig. 3c, 31 059 ice crystal concentrations have been com-
puted based on the observed updraft speeds. The spectrum
of ni is much broader than in the other cases, bracketing the
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Fig. 4. Calculated (red stair steps) and observed (black histograms, taken from Fig. 2) distribution functions of ice particle number densities
for the SH (left) and the NH (right). Mean values ofni are indicated. The modeled distributions account for mesoscale wave-driven variability
(in the range 10− 100 cm s−1) and noise (±5 cm s−1) in the vertical velocity data and are calculated at average temperatures using average
aerosol parameters. See text for details.

range 3× 10−3
− 40 cm−3, with a mean value of 1 cm−3. In

this case, a pronounced peak region develops in the concen-
tration range 0.1 − 5 cm−3, as seen in the observations (top
panel in Fig. 2).

Recall that the precision of the vertical velocity measure-
ments is±5 cm s−1. This implies that the low velocity por-
tion of the distribution shown in Fig. 1 is inaccurate in a range
where most of the measurements have been taken, while the
mid and high velocity ranges are largely unaffected. To ac-
count for these effects, the vertical velocities were random-
ized in the region below 10 cm s−1,

w −→ max{0.2 cm s−1, RAN(0, 1) · w} ,

where 0 ≤ RAN(0, 1) ≤ 1 denote uniformly distributed
random numbers. Note that a lower cut-off has been intro-
duced. Further, random noise was added to the data above
10 cm s−1,

w −→ w + RAN(−1, 1) · 5 cm s−1 ,

with −1 ≤ RAN(−1, 1) ≤ 1.
The result is shown as the blue distribution in Fig. 3c.

While the primary peak region and mean crystal number den-
sity are only weakly affected by the added noise, the distribu-
tion broadens in the low concentration region and develops a
secondary maximum, in better agreement with the observa-
tions. The ad-hoc cut-off at 0.2 cm s−1 produces a relative
maximum in the leftmost bin and prevents nucleation of ice
with concentrations below about∼ 3 × 10−4 cm−3. The
mean value of 1 cm−3 is similar to value inferred from the
original data. However, the peak region is not well repro-
duced by the calculation, compare with the observed spec-
trum given in Fig. 2 (top).

Recall that not all wave signatures that actually caused
freezing may be represented by the distributions ofw shown
in Fig. 1. Thus it is reasonable to account for the action
of buoyancy waves at intermediate vertical wind speeds by
adding a positive component tow with random amplitudes
0 − 20 cm s−1 in the range 10− 80 cm s−1

w −→ w + RAN(0, 1) · 20 cm s−1 .

The net effect of the empirical randomization is to increase
the mean value ofw by ∼ 5 cm s−1. It should be kept in
mind thatni is a nonlinear function ofw, taking the form
ni ∝ wk, with k = 1, · · · , 3 (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002).
Averaging over a wave cycle leads toni > 0, as ice particles
only nucleate whenw is positive (in the ascending branch
of the wave). This procedure is further motivated by the
fact that many mesoscale wave features (λ = 10 − 20 km)
were evident in the vertical wind components in cirrus ob-
served during the First International Satellite Cloud Clima-
tology Project Regional Experiment (FIRE) (Gultepe and
Starr, 1995). The associated components ofw showed ampli-
tudes up to 20 cm s−1. The combined effect of added random
noise and bias on the distribution ofw is further discussed in
Sect. 4.

The resulting spectrum (red stair steps) ofni takes into ac-
count empirical corrections accounting for noise and waves
and is plotted in Fig. 4 (left) along with the observations (his-
tograms). While the broad feature in the low concentration
region is only weakly affected by the added biases, the dis-
tribution now nicely reproduces the observed primary peak
region caused by a redistribution of data points at concentra-
tions above 0.1 cm−3. This implies that the primary concen-
tration peak is associated with the region of updraft speeds
around the mean value 27.3 cm s−1 of thew-distribution.
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3.3 NH data

The right column in Fig. 3 and the right panel in Fig. 4 show
the results of a similar analysis using the NH data set.

Aerosol variability. The baseline aerosol parameters
listed in Table 1 have been varied within the same ranges as
in the SH case; in addition, we varied the nominal hetero-
geneous freezing threshold of RHIcr = 130 % randomly in
the range 120− 140 %. The result is shown in Fig. 3d as a
green distribution, leading to a value of 1 cm−3 for the pre-
dicted mean ice crystal concentration. Another calculation
was performed using the homogeneous freezing thresholds,
which is shown as the blue distribution with a mean value of
0.5 cm−3.

The spectrum based on heterogeneous freezing is some-
what more variable and predicts about twice as much ice
crystals as the homogeneous case. The higher variability is
mainly caused by the imposed lower value of the heteroge-
neous freezing threshold and its random variations. This is
expected, as the sensitivity ofni to changes of aerosol param-
eters increases with decreasing freezing threshold (Kärcher
and Lohmann, 2003).

Temperature variability. To produce the green distribu-
tion in Fig. 3e, 50,412 ice crystal concentrations have been
computed based on the observed temperatures. The spectrum
of ni shows some spread in the range 0.6 − 6 cm−3, with a
mean value of 1.1 cm−3. A similar result, shifted towards
lower concentrations with a mean of 0.5 cm−3, is obtained
when freezing is assumed to occur homogeneously.

Although we carry out calculations assuming that all
aerosol particles trigger freezing around 130 %, the high ice
crystal concentrations observed in the primary peak region
in Fig. 3e may in reality have nucleated on both, heteroge-
neous ice nuclei and liquid supercooled droplets. We recall
this issue in Sect. 3.4.

Updraft variability. To produce the green distribution
in Fig. 3f, 25,672 ice crystal concentrations have been com-
puted based on the observed updraft speeds. The spectrum
of ni is much broader than in the other cases, bracketing the
range 3× 10−3

− 100 cm−3, with a mean value of 1.8 cm−3.
As in the SH case, a pronounced peak region develops around
1 cm−3, consistent with the observations (bottom panel in
Fig. 2). Adding noise to the data (blue distribution) as de-
scribed above significantly improves the agreement with the
observations, as it was the case with the SH data set.

Finally, Fig. 4 (right panel) depicts the observed spectrum
(histogram) along with a calculated distribution (red stair
steps) that has been computed with the mean temperature of
226.2 K, with random noise added to the full spectrum of
w, and with random components added tow to empirically
account for wave-induced variability. The resulting distribu-
tion is similar to the observed one, but the agreement is not
as good as in the SH case. Differences are noticeable both at
the lowest and the highest concentrations.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 2 (right panel), but usingni andw measure-
ments approximately cleared of convective influence.

3.4 Sources of uncertainties

The calculated NH spectrum depicted in Fig. 4 overestimates
the location of the peak region and does not show the ob-
served third mode at very high (10− 100 cm−3) concentra-
tions (1). The calculated spectra decay more rapidly than the
observed spectra at concentrations below 0.1 − 0.01 cm−3,
even with the addition of noise to the vertical wind (2). The
following factors left unconsidered above could lead to an
improvement.

1. More ice particles are found in the NH data set at very
high concentrations as compared to the SH data. However,
the few events associated with rapid vertical transport that
generate the third peak at concentrations above 20 cm−3 in
the NH data set are not explicitly resolved. (Recall the dis-
cussion of Figs. 1 and 2 in Sects. 2.1 and 2.3, respectively.)
This averages out the actual behavior seen in the observed
spectrum. This argument is supported by means of Fig. 5,
where we have repeated the calculations that led to Fig. 4
(right panel) using the modified NH data set where most of
the high CO events have been removed. Further, we have
used the slightly modified set of aerosol parameters deduced
from the reduced data set without high CO measurements, as
given in Table 1.

The agreement between observed and modeled distribu-
tion improves, especially in the primary peak region. The
remaining differences between both are likely caused by the
approximate method to account for waves in our model,
which is less accurate in the NH case as more small-scale
variability was evident during the measurements than in the
SH case (recall Sect. 2.1). We will study the effects of
changes of the vertical velocity spectrum on the distribution
of ni further in Sect. 4.2.

In the calculation, the sticking probabilityα of water va-
por moleclues impinging onto the surfaces of growing ice
particles (commonly referred to as deposition coefficient) is
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Fig. 6. Observed distribution ofni in the SH (black histogram)
taken from Fig. 2 and spectra calculated with a value for the de-
position coefficientα of H2O molecules on ice lowered by a factor
of 10 (blue stair steps) and 2.5 (green stair steps). This calculation
does not take into account supercooling and wave-induced variabil-
ity, which would shift the blue and green distributions to higher
concentrations.

set equal to 0.5. The sensitivity ofni on α is small when
α varies in the range 0.1 − 1, but increases rapidly below
α = 0.1 (Lin et al., 2002). It has been argued that very low
values of the deposition coefficient, 0.001< α < 0.1, could
serve as an explanation of the high number densities of ice
crystals observed during INCA (Gierens et al., 2003).

To study the effects of small values ofα on ni , the ice
crystal distribution (without supercooling and the effect of
waves) has been recalculated withα = 0.05 (blue stair steps)
andα = 0.2 (green stair steps). The result forα = 0.05
shown in Fig. 6) is not consistent with the SH data (his-
togram). The peak region is shifted to the right and is sig-
nificantly broadened, resulting in a mean value of 28 cm−3.
Such high values have not been measured with the CVI;
the Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) detected
slightly higher concentrations than the CVI, but not to the
extent shown by the blue curve. Valuesni = 100 cm−3 are
now predicted with high probabilities of 0.03, but no ice crys-
tals with concentrations above 20 cm−3 have been observed.
The low concentration region is shifted to higher values and
the secondary peak vanishes, worsening the agreement below
∼ 1 cm−3. For α = 0.2, the situation improves at low con-
centrations, but still the model significantly overestimates the
high number density portion of the spectrum. Similar results
are obtained in the NH case. Hence, exceptionally low values
of α are not supported by the field measurements, consistent
with previous findings (Haag et al., 2003a).

2. In constructing the distributions ofni , we have as-
sumed that the freezing conditions were met at everyw

data point (see Sect. 3.1). We are confident that this as-
sumption holds for the primary peak region that represents

ice crystals formed by homogeneous nucleation; the INCA
data set shows that generally, the highest relative humidi-
ties measured inside cloud correlate with high ice crys-
tal number densities. In contrast, low ice crystal number
concentrations could have been caused by sedimentation,
growth/sublimation, and dilution effects affecting already ex-
isiting particles. All of these effects could lead to low ice
crystal number densities in cloud layers where freezing is not
active.

We think that depositional growth and sublimation have
not significantly influenced the INCA data sets taken with
the CVI. As outlined in Sect. 2, the measurements were con-
ducted predominantly in the upper cloud part, where subli-
mation is unlikely to occur. (Even if it occurred, it would
not change the number concentration as long as the parti-
cles have sizes above the CVI detection limit of∼ 5µm.)
According to the observed ice crystal size distributions, the
total concentration is controlled by particles smaller than the
lower detection limit of the 2D-probe (∼ 50µm). In a typical
freezing event, these particles form and initially grow rapidly
within tens of seconds (Haag et al., 2003a). Thereafter, the
number density stays approximately constant. For this rea-
son, the measured concentrations of such small crystals are
equivalent to the nucleated concentrations.

The measurement strategy limited the influence of sedi-
mentation processes, as large ice crystals are mostly absent
in upper cloud regions. Although the ice crystal terminal fall
speed is a continuous function of the particle size, the ver-
tical profile of ice crystal shapes and sizes from replicator
data in a cirrocumulus cloud suggest that particles become
large enough (maximum dimension> 50µm) to render sed-
imentation especially effective only below∼ 1 km below the
cloud top (Miloshevich and Heymsfield, 1997). This thick-
ness will depend on details of the vertical profiles of tem-
perature and relative humidity and will differ from cloud to
cloud. While we cannot exactly specify the average thick-
ness of the cloud layers probed during the INCA flights,
campaign-averaged ice particle size distributions evaluated
in different humidity conditions indicate that large crystals
with sizes exceeding 50µm contributed less than about 5%
to the total number concentration. In summary, we certainly
could not totally avoid probing falling ice crystals, but it is
likely that sedimentation affected only a small fraction of the
overall totalni data taken during INCA.

Dilution (reduction of number densities of existing ice
crystals in dispersing air parcels) may have affected the data
set, especially because many measurements were taken at the
cloud boundaries. In addition to aerosol effects (discussed
next), dilution has the potential to improve the agreement
between modeled and measuredni spectra in the low con-
centration region, but is not easy to consider in the model as
dilution rates are not known.

The calculations do not account for the fact that homoge-
neous and heterogeneous freezing may occur simultaneously.
Haag et al. (2003b) and Ström et al. (2003) presented strong
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evidence that this was the case during the NH measurements
by analyzing relative humidity data taken during INCA. In
the NH, freezing started at 130%, but the peak humidities
measured inside cloud extended to the homogeneous limits,
suggesting that ice nuclei contributed to cirrus formation but
did not frequently prevent homogeneous freezing from oc-
curring. Kärcher and Lohmann (2003) have emphasized that
the competition for available water vapor between ice crys-
tals nucleating from potent ice nuclei and liquid particles will
lead to a suppression ofni (negative Twomey effect for cir-
rus clouds) by up to an order of magnitude in cases where
all available ice nuclei are frozen but freezing of liquid parti-
cles is not yet initiated. If and how much crystal concentra-
tions are suppressed depends on the temperature, the freezing
threshold of ice nuclei, and, most importantly, on the vertical
wind speed and number concentrations of ice nuclei relative
to the liquid particles. Note that in the presence of waves
(i.e., a time sequence of very different cooling rates near the
freezing relative humidity), it is not easy to assess the effec-
tiveness of this indirect aerosol effect onni ; this issue should
be investigated further in future work.

In summary, it is conceivable that the inclusion of dilu-
tion and sedimentation effects and a refined formulation for
heterogeneous freezing in the calculation would improve the
agreement with the NH observations by further broadening
the low concentration part of the spectrum and, at the same
time, by shifting the peak region more to the left. A better
understanding of these processes prevalent during INCA is
required before this conjecture can be tested.

4 Discussion and Summary

We have demonstrated that the variability of vertical air mo-
tion alone can explain the key features of observed distri-
bution ofni , emphasizing the important role of cloud-scale
buoyancy waves. While synoptic-scale updrafts affect the
low concentration regime (< 0.1 cm−3), mesoscale variabil-
ity explains the occurrence of the peak region at interme-
diate concentrations (0.1 − 10 cm−3), and convection may
cause another maximum in the high concentration regime
(> 10 cm−3). Mesoscale waves, however, can also con-
tribute to the low and high concentration regions, depend-
ing on the exact phase of the waves at and above the freez-
ing threshold (Lin et al., 1998). Below we study the impact
of changed dynamical forcing and aerosol properties on the
distribution ofni and the vertical motion variability as com-
puted by large-scale models. Before we tackle these issues,
we make an attempt to quantify the small-scale temperature
fluctuations of the underlying vertical wind measurements.

4.1 Mesoscale temperature fluctuations

A good agreement between modeled and measured spectra
of ni was obtained after perturbing the Falcon vertical wind
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Fig. 7. Distributions of updraft speeds (left panel) from the NH data
set (black), from the randomized NH data set with noise and wave-
driven variability added as described in Sect. 3.2 (red), from trajec-
tories calculated using ECMWF synoptic wind fields (green), and
from the same ECMWF data with superimposed small-scale tem-
perature fluctuations (blue). Mean values ofw are indicated. See
text for details.

data with noise and wave-induced variability. Here, we dis-
cuss how this perturbed distribution ofw looks like and how
it compares with a wind speed spectrum obtained from tra-
jectory simulations.

Figure 7 shows several distributions ofw. The black dis-
tribution repeats the measured NH data from INCA. The
green distribution (labelled “synoptic”) was obtained from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) global model based on operational vertical wind
fields (within 150− 350 hPa) with∼ 40 km horizontal res-
olution; smaller-scale gravity waves, non-hydrostatic waves,
and deep convection are not explicitly resolved. Trajectories
have been calculated from the three-dimensional wind fields
and the cooling rates have been transformed into updraft
speeds by assuming adiabatic motion. The resulting mean
updraft speed of 1.3 cm s−1 is dramatically smaller than the
measured value.

The red distribution is equivalent to the measured one but
includes random noise and wave-induced variability as ex-
plained in Sect. 3.2. The ad-hoc procedure to account for
these effects raises the mean updraft speed by 5.2 cm s−1,
altering the distribution mainly below 100 cm s−1. To calcu-
late the blue distribution (labelled “waves”), we have used
the synoptic-scale ECMWF trajectories and superimposed
small-scale temperature fluctuations. The fluctuations con-
sist of a random sequence of sine waves with changing ampli-
tudes1T and periodsτ . The wave characteristics have been
varied such that the resulting distribution of updraft speeds
provides a good fit to the INCA data.

Specifically, we have used a uniform distribution of1T in
the range 0−2 K and a normally distributed range ofτ with a
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Fig. 8. Distributions of updraft speeds (left panel) from the NH data set (black), and from modified NH data sets with more wave activity
(green) and less wave activity (blue); the original NH updraft speeds have been multiplied and divided by a factor of 1.5, respectively. The
distributions ofni obtained from calculations are shown in the right panel. Noise and wave-driven variability was added to all updraft speeds
(not shown) to calculate the distributions ofni .

mean value of 1200 s and a standard deviation of 400 s. In re-
ality, higher frequency waves tend to have smaller amplitudes
and vice versa. Besides this point, this choice of wave param-
eters is not inconsistent with what is currently known about
small-scale temperature fluctuations arising from mesoscale
gravity waves (see Gary (2002) for more information). As a
result, we observe in Fig. 7 that the blue distribution can be
regarded as an average between the red and black distribu-
tions, supporting the approach used in Sect. 3.2.

The region above 100 cm s−1 contributes only little to
the distributions ofni . The region near the mean value
30 − 35 cm s−1 controls the primary peak region of theni

spectra. Updraft speeds below 10 cm s−1 are underrepre-
sented in the blue distribution, as we have not considered
longer wave periods which are actually present in the atmo-
sphere.

Implicit in our calculations of totalni is the assumption
that the nucleating air parcels follow the wave-like motions
for the scale of vertical displacement necessary to reach the
freezing thresholds. This issue is tied to the amplitudes of the
temperature oscillations caused by the waves, and cannot be
examined quantitatively without comprehensive cirrus mod-
els or a detailed analysis of the spectral wave properties. This
calls attention to the need of measuring and anaylzing small-
scale temperature fluctuations accurately over a wide range
of wavelengths in future cirrus campaigns.

4.2 Dynamical variability

How does the spectrum of ice crystal concentration changes
when the spectrum of vertical winds changes in a future cli-
mate? It is not known how vertical motions will change in
the future. Even for the current atmosphere, a global clima-

tology of vertical air motion is not available. However, we
may estimate potential changes of the distribution ofni by
prescribing different vertical wind distributions in our model.

Figure 8 (top panel) depicts the NH vertical wind distribu-
tion already discussed in Sect. 2.1 as black stair steps. The
blue distribution (labeled “less waves”) results from dividing
these values by 1.5. The frequency of occurrence of veloc-
ities > 30 cm s−1 is reduced, while lower winds speeds are
more likely to occur. The green distribution (labeled “more
waves”) is obtained by multiplying each value ofw of the
black distribution by 1.5. Here, the frequency of occurrence
of velocities> 30 cm s−1 is enhanced while lower winds
speeds occur with reduced probability.

Figure 8 (bottom panel) depicts the resulting distributions
of ni , using the same color code. These calculations consider
the addition of noise and wave-driven variability to the orig-
inal vertical velocities, as described in Sect. 3. Compared
to the baseline case (meanni value of 2.3 cm−3 from the
model), the mean concentrations vary by factors 0.5–2 when
the wave-driven forcing is reduced or enhanced by a factor
of 1.5. We note that a decrease of the average air tempera-
ture by 3 K would lead to roughly comparable changes of the
distribution ofni (compare with Fig. 3b). In particular, from
Fig. 8 we infer that the probability to find concentrations of
∼ 0.05 cm−3 nearly doubles and the probability to find val-
ues of 10 cm−3 rises almost by a factor of 8.

Summary. At midlatitudes during INCA, the spectrum of
w was largely governed by mesoscale variability, with suf-
ficient potential to preferentially activate the homogeneous
freezing mode. Enhancing or suppressing this variability
may significantly alter the distribution of ice crystal con-
centrations in young cirrus clouds. As gravity waves ap-
pear to be widespread also in other atmospheric regions,
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Fig. 9. Distributions of updraft speeds (left panel) from the NH data set (black), from upper tropospheric synoptic-scale winds caluclated by
the ECMWF weather forecast model (green), from upper tropospheric large-scale winds caluclated by the ECHAM general circulation model
(red), and from corresponding ECHAM simulations where a subgrid-scale component was added to the large-scale vertical wind (Lohmann
and K̈archer, 2002) (blue). The distributions ofni obtained from calculations are shown in the right panel. No additional artificial noise or
wave-driven variability was added to calculate the distributions ofni .

such as the tropical upper troposphere and tropopause re-
gion (Karoly et al., 1996) or the Arctic polar lower strato-
sphere (D̈ornbrack and Leutbecher, 2001), it is highly likely
that our findings also apply to other cases, including tropical
cirrus and polar stratospheric clouds. Our results clearly call
for the need to better understand the sources and characteris-
tics of gravity waves near the tropopause as a prerequisite to
study their impact on cirrus formation in more detail.

4.3 Vertical motion variability in large-scale models

It is interesting to delineate implications of our results for
simulations of cirrus clouds with large-scale atmospheric
models. Specifically, we describe the upper tropospheric ver-
tical wind fields taken from the ECMWF global model (de-
scribed in Sect. 4.1) and the ECMWF-model Hamburg ver-
sion (ECHAM), and discuss resulting probability distribu-
tions of ni obtained with our approach. Noise and wave-
induced variability is not added to the global wind fields.

The first set of global calculations was based on the op-
erational ECMWF synoptic wind fields. To date, cirrus
clouds are not simulated interactively in the ECMWF fore-
cast system, as in most other global models. The second
set of global model results was based on ECHAM large-
scale wind fields (within 175− 275 hPa) with∼ 300 km
horizontal resolution; again, smaller-scale dynamical forc-
ings are not explicitly resolved. However, in another set of
ECHAM wind fields, a component proportional to the tur-
bulent kinetic energy is added to the large-scale mean value
of the vertical velocity to approximately account for subgrid-
scale variability in vertical air motion. The latter wind fields
have been employed to simulate cirrus clouds interactively
in ECHAM (Lohmann and K̈archer, 2002). More details of

the ECMWF and ECHAM simulations are discussed in Haag
et al. (2003b).

Can current large-scale models reliably predict cirrus
cloud properties? The answer is no, because such models
do not consider the subgrid-scale variability of vertical air
motion in the calculation of cirrus cloud properties. Figure 9
(left) shows the green distribution ofw from the ECMWF
model, repeated from Fig. 7. Given the steep decrease of the
distribution as compared to the cloud-scale observations and
the low mean vertical velocity of 1.3 cm s−1, the synoptic-
scale updrafts result in an ice crystal concentration spectrum
and a meanni value in striking disagreement with both, the
observations and our model, see Fig. 9 (right).

Figure 9 (left) shows the ECHAM results using the large-
scale winds only (red) and with the mesoscale components
added to the large-scale winds (blue). The ice crystal distri-
bution based on large-scale winds is worse than the ECMWF
result (red distribution in the right panel), as the mean
large-scale vertical velocity from ECHAM is smaller than the
ECMWF mean. This is mainly caused by the much coarser
horizontal and vertical resolution of the ECHAM model.

However, the ECHAM results improve when empirical
subgrid-scale components (scaling with the model’s turbu-
lent kinetic energy) are added to the large-scale vertical
winds (blue distributions in Fig. 9). The distribution ofw

now extends into the convective regime, but still severly un-
derestimates the intermediate mesoscale regime and overem-
phasizes the lowest wind speeds. Compared with the large-
scale only case (red distributions), the ice crystal distribu-
tion is shifted towards higher concentrations. While this
approach leads to quite realistic distributions of relative hu-
midity in ice-supersaturated regions (Haag et al., 2003b), the
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vertical velocity does not exhibit the same fine scale struc-
ture as indicated by observations and is therefore unable to
reproduce distributions ofni as those measured during INCA
(Lohmann et al, 2003).

In judging about the present ECHAM results including
the subgrid-scale updraft component, we note that the sim-
ulated ice crystal concentrations represent mean values aver-
aged over a model grid box. These averages cannot be di-
rectly compared to the observations (or, equivalently, to our
model results); the same holds for the ECMWF results. How-
ever, taken as grid box means, the mean number density of
0.7 cm−3 predicted by ECHAM is a reasonable value.

Summary. It is highly desirable to develop a prognos-
tic parameterization for the subgrid-scale variability of ver-
tical air motion caused by waves on the mesoscale. Such a
parameterization, ideally combined with prognostic schemes
for the ice cloud number density (Wilson and Ballard, 1999;
Lohmann and K̈archer, 2002) and perhaps fractional cirrus
cover in the spirit of Tompkins (2002), could be coupled to
the parameterization of cirrus cloud formation developed re-
cently (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002, 2003).

4.4 Indirect aerosol effect on cirrus

At the end of Sect. 2.3, we saw the possibility emerging that
details of the freezing processes have little impact on certain
cirrus cloud properties. The subsequent analysis provided
further evidence for a limited indirect aerosol effect on the
distribution of ice crystals in young cirrus clouds, because the
general shape of the distributions ofni is strongly controlled
by the distribution of vertical velocities.

To gain additional insight, we have used the average SH
aerosol parameters (including the freezing threshold) in con-
junction with NH vertical winds and vice versa to calculate
distributions ofni . The results are shown in Fig. 10, where
the best estimate model results (repeated from Fig. 4 and now
plotted as black stair steps) are contrasted with the results ob-
tained by exchanging the interhemispheric aerosol size distri-
bution and freezing properties (plotted as blue distributions)
for the NH (top panel) and the SH (bottom panel).

It is interesting to note that the general shape of the curves
does not depend on the assumption whether freezing occurs
purely homogeneously or purely heterogeneously. The mean
value ofni roughly varies within a factor of two between both
cases. Keeping the cloud ice water content fixed, halving or
doublingni (as induced by the aerosol changes) will increase
or decrease the mean number diameter of the ice crystals by
a factor of 21/3

= 1.26.
The aerosol-induced changes in the distributions ofni be-

tween each of the two scenarios are mainly caused by the dif-
ferent freezing thresholds (∼ 130 % versus∼ 155 %, com-
pare Figs. 3d and 3e). In the primary peak region, they are
comparable to those induced by the perturbed vertical winds
as shown in Fig. 8 and are less dramatic in the region around
the secondary peak. However, as noted above, inclusion of
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Fig. 10. Calculated distribution functions of ice particle number
densities using the NH wind data (top panel) and the SH wind data
(bottom panel). The black distributions use the respective aerosol
parameters given in Table 1 and are repeated from Fig. 4 (shown
there in red). The blue distributions use exchanged aerosol parame-
ters. Mean values ofni are indicated.

competition between different types of freezing nuclei may
more strongly modify the low concentration part of theni

distribution.
Our findings are useful in outlining two potential conse-

quences of aerosol-induced cirrus modifications.
First, it is possible that ice nuclei exert a substantial in-

fluence on the properties of optically thin (subvisible) cir-
rus clouds with low ice crystal number densities generated
in weak updrafts (K̈archer, 2002). The impact of hetero-
geneous freezing diminishes with increasing updraft speed
(or increasingni), because the number of efficient ice nuclei
present in the upper troposphere will be limited and will stay
below the total number of available aerosol particles. In op-
tically thicker cirrus clouds, ice nuclei will create the first ice
crystals which grow to the largest sizes. These crystals will
preferentially sediment to lower altitudes. The associated
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vertical redistribution of ice water mass and ice nuclei may
lead to enhanced dehydration of upper cloud levels near the
tropopause and to enhanced seeding of ice in mixed phase
clouds at lower levels.

Second, the spatial extent and frequency of occurrence
of cirrus may increase with decreasing freezing thresholds
RHIcr, as the atmosphere contains more weakly ice supersat-
urated regions than regions with high supersaturations near
the homogeneous limit. How much the areal ratio between
highly and more weakly supersaturated regions changes de-
pends on details of the atmospheric dynamics (Haag et al.,
2003b) and is difficult to predict. On the other hand, even
moderate changes in the dynamical forcing may likewise af-
fect the spatial and temporal cirrus coverage. Hence, it may
be difficult to separate the effects of aerosol changes and dy-
namical changes on the cloud cover.

Summary. As we neither know how upper tropospheric
abundances of ice nuclei nor how vertical wind and temper-
ature fields will change in a future climate, it is difficult to
estimate the relative importance of the indirect aerosol ef-
fect and changes in the dynamical forcing patterns on cirrus
clouds. In any case, we reiterate that homogeneous freez-
ing alone would largely be consistent with the CVI measure-
ments, provided the dynamical forcing is adequately taken
into account. (Pure heterogeneous freezing is not consis-
tent with the in-cloud measurements of relative humidity, see
Haag et al. (2003b).) We have shown that cirrus formation is
at least as, and probably more, sensitive to changes in dy-
namical forcing patterns as to changes in the aerosol size and
number. More significant changes may occur when mixtures
of liquid particles and efficient ice nuclei are present. This
could lead to a partial redistribution of ice crystal concen-
trations, not to a substantial change of the distribution func-
tions ofni ; however, we did not yet achieve sufficient under-
standing of the actual freezing mechanisms in cirrus clouds
to reach a definite conclusion.

The consequences of these proposed modifications for the
cloud life cycle are not clear at this point and need to be
assessed in future work. Differencing between natural and
anthropogenic causes of possible cirrus cloud changes in a
future climate or trends in cirrus cloud cover will require a
very careful and detailed analysis of underlying processes.

5 Conclusions

The conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. The general shape of the distribution of total ice crys-
tal concentrations in young cirrus clouds observed at
midlatitudes during INCA consists of a predominant
primary peak at concentrations 0.1 − 10 cm−3, and a
less pronounced, secondary peak at∼ 0.02 cm−3 em-
bedded in a broad feature extending to concentrations
of ∼ 3 × 10−4 cm−3. Another peak at concentrations

10−100 cm s−1 appeared in NH measurements, but not
in the SH data set.

2. Mesoscale variability in updraft velocities in combi-
nation with pure homogeneous freezing processes ac-
counts for most of the observed variance in the total
number densities of ice crystals. Mean ice particle con-
centrations may decrease when efficient ice nuclei com-
pete with liquid particles during cirrus cloud formation.
Number densities of upper tropospheric ice nuclei are
possibly too low to account for a substantial fraction of
ice crystals observed in the primary peak region.

3. Mesoscale variability in vertical velocities in the range
10−100 cm s−1 caused by small-scale temperature fluc-
tuations accounts for much of the observed high number
densities (0.1−10 cm−3) of homogeneously formed ice
crystals in young cirrus. This ice particle mode controls
the effective ice crystal radius and hence important ra-
diative cirrus cloud properties. Strong convective forc-
ing can produce even higher ice particle concentrations.
The impact of heterogeneous freezing processes in these
concentration regions is minimal.

4. Large-scale or wave-driven variations in vertical veloc-
ities below 10 cm s−1 contribute to the observed low
number densities (< 0.1 cm−3) of ice crystals in young
cirrus by activating efficient ice nuclei in the absence of
homogeneous freezing. The impact of heterogeneous
freezing processes in this concentration region is poten-
tially large. An assessment of this impact is difficult, as
sedimentation and dispersion of air parcels containing
already exisiting ice crystals could have also caused the
low concentrations in the data sets.

5. It is difficult to assess the relative importance of the in-
direct aerosol effect and changes in the dynamical forc-
ing patterns on cirrus clouds in a future climate. Both
factors could alter cirrus cloud properties by similar
amounts, but the current knowledge about mesoscale
temperature fluctuations induced by ubiquitous gravity
waves and freezing mechanisms in cirrus clouds is very
limited and prevents definite conclusions to be drawn.
In any case, buoyancy waves inducing mean updraft
speeds of∼ 30 cm s−1 or higher tend to minimize the
impact of ice nuclei on the total ice crystal number den-
sity.

6. There is an urgent need to characterize small-scale tem-
perature fluctuations accurately over a wide range of
wavelengths in future cirrus campaigns as well as to
improve the representation of such vertical air motions
in large-scale models. Improving the representation of
subgrid-scale variability in updraft speeds, or cooling
rates, in atmospheric models is an essential prerequisite
to predicting cirrus clouds globally and to study their
role in climate change scenarios.
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